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April 7, 2008

List of people: Gianluca, Marianne, Roberto, Joel, Philippe, Nick, Andrei,
Cedric, Roland, Marianne, Stuart.

1 Failed jobs in production

InputData for all the jobs in Application Status “Input Data Not Available”
have been checked and their current status has been updated in the Process-
ingDB. These jobs have been all rescheduled.

BK-LFC consistency check

After Philippe provided a snapshot of the productions, Marianne needs to check
if the productions with an excess of events have their file not registered in the
LFC.

RAL Migration inconsistencies

Still 42 tapes need to be migrated. The time left is estimate to be 4/5 weeks
(10 tapes per week). Marianne has found that stalled transfer jobs. In detail
this involved tape 1502-04-06.

PIC migration

At PIC they are still the covering the digi files.

Checking “tarred” BK Error directories

Joel is parsing the BK error directories to find evidences of uncompleted pro-
ductions. Once this is done an XML files containing the DST not registered is
created and fed to the BK.
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Stalled lcgdirectoragent in analysis and produc-

tion

By time to time the lcgdirectoragent gets stuck and meanwhile not pilots are
submitted. Usually the everything is fixed just restarting the agent. For this
reason right now it is in place a cron job that restarts the lcgdirectoragent every
6 hours. Maybe it is worth the restart it every hour.

Production jobs in postmortem

Different failed jobs are failing during the application execution. An investiga-
tion on this issue as found out that sometimes DaVinci managed to read the
file, and them in the FETC. Later Brunel reads the FETC and wants to access
an event from that file, but it fails to open it. This seems to be related to a
temporary CASTOR problem.
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